Prabhat's Decade of Impact: 10th Anniversary Celebration

In a momentous celebration of a decade’s transformative initiatives, the Prabhat program recently took its dedicated team to Mumbai to partake in festivities marking the program’s 10th Anniversary. The ‘Prabhat’ initiative centers on three pivotal pillars—Enhancing Livelihoods, Water Conservation, and Health and Hygiene—chosen for their profound contribution to the nation’s growth goals through skill development and grassroots innovation. The Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) team, the driving force behind Prabhat’s success, recalled a remarkable decade-long journey crafting sustainable communities around the company’s sites, impacting over nine million lives.

The celebration went beyond nostalgia, serving as an opportunity to recognise outstanding performance. The team paid tribute to its dedicated members, presenting awards. The atmosphere became more jubilant during a celebratory lunch, fostering camaraderie and shared accomplishments. Post-lunch, attention shifted seamlessly to the strategic aspect—the Soulace Portal training. This aimed to equip the team with tools to monitor the project’s progress meticulously, highlighting Prabhat’s commitment to transparency, accountability, and sustained development.

Simultaneously, in Sonipat, an exuberant celebration unfolded at the Prabhat Livelihood Centre on December 6, 2023, marking the completion of Prabhat’s remarkable 10-year journey. The Sonipat Prabhat team orchestrated a special program, inviting trainees to participate and making the occasion memorable. The event kicked off with a warm welcome extended to all trainees and trainers, setting a positive tone for the day. The Centre manager took centre stage, emphasising the profound significance of the day and inspiring everyone to strive for excellence in their lives for the greater good of society. The celebration became a platform for trainees who had secured jobs to share their experiences, providing valuable insights and inspiration to their peers. Trainers and mobilisers added their perspectives, contributing to the collective narrative of progress and empowerment.
The celebration reached beyond its immediate participants, symbolising Prabhat's commitment to inclusivity. Women from Jajjal village, where a Satellite Training Centre is poised to open, were welcomed into the festivities. These women, set to undergo training, represented the expanding reach of the Prabhat family, embodying the program's dedication to empowering individuals and communities.

As the event reached its pinnacle, cake slices were distributed, signifying the sweetness of shared achievements. The festive atmosphere seamlessly transitioned into a placement drive, commencing at 2.30 pm. Armed with their CVs, students engaged in interviews with employers from Adarsh Marketing, HNV Hardware, and Quess Corp. Out of the 16 students, 10 emerged as promising candidates, moving on to the final round—a testament to the tangible opportunities Prabhat creates for its participants.

The Prabhat Day celebration transcended the realm of mere commemoration. It evolved into a powerful platform for raising awareness about women's empowerment among trainees, underscoring values of equality, liberty, and fraternity. The event, therefore, became a resounding voice for rights and a fervent call to live a life of respect and dignity for all trainees, emphasising Prabhat's broader societal impact.

In conclusion, the 10th Anniversary celebration of the Prabhat program encapsulated not only a decade of achievements but also the ongoing commitment to transformative change and empowerment. As the program looks forward to the future, the echoes of this celebration will undoubtedly reverberate through the continued impact on lives and communities across the nation.